
The Elemental Machines dashboard is your 
manufacturer-agnostic, silo-free nerve center for every 
metric from every asset across your lab. Access controls 
make sharing a breeze, while robust data security 
keeps sensitive metrics out of the wrong hands.

One Dashboard Tells All

Peace of Mind Delivered 24/7
Set custom notifications to receive instant alerts the 
moment an asset malfunctions, power fails, or a metric 
falls out of range.

See What Gets Used
(and What to Excuse)

Manage to Optimize,
Manage to Inform
Distill data from any asset to a single IoT platform 
for real time monitoring, informed decision making, 
and seamless integration with existing systems.

Monitor your assets, then consult the record to reduce 
waste and supplement overburdened equipment.

Alerting & Monitoring

Asset Management

Utilization

Brand-Agnostic Universal LabOps Platform



About Elemental Machines
Elemental Machines is the leading technology 
platform for optimizing laboratory operations 
servicing research, clinical, diagnostic, and quality 
control labs around the world. We empower labs 
with ubiquitous data-driven discovery, development, 
and diagnostics capabilities, seamlessly linking the 
physical and digital worlds. 

Ready to get started?
Connect with a LabOps Data Strategist today to learn 
more, or experience the Elemental Machines Universal 
Lab Platform for yourself with a free demo.

(617) 871-9692

185 Alewife Brook Parkway 
Suite 401 
Cambridge, MA 02138

sales@elementalmachines.com
www.elementalmachines.com 

Reserve it. Research it. Retrieve it.
Reserve assets, assign users, and tag protocols for any 
tool across the lab for free on Elemental Calendar, the 
only lab equipment reservation software built for 
LabOps. 

Elemental Calendar

Now, the Dots Connect Themselves
With Smart Alerts from Elemental Machines, each temperature 
notification is coupled with its most likely culprit, like excessive 
door open events, compressor failure, or power loss. And 
proactive insights mean you’ll be tipped off when an asset 
shows signs of failure, before a keen eye would notice and 
before it's too late.

Smart Alerts


